Gardening Hints
For Amateurs

More About Snapdragons

AT first the younger woman may not be prepared to accept the idea of her own garden or allotment. She should be encouraged to do her share of the work, and should be taught the value of a home garden. She should be taught the value of a home garden. She should be taught the value of a home garden.

The garden is said to be the "garden of the Gods." It is the garden of the Gods. It is the garden of the Gods.

Rupert and the Caravan—34

You have a wrong idea
Of a Wife, If....

By Canon Hugh Warner

100 years old and should like to get married. I earn $18 a month and wish to find a woman to share my life with. Are there any young women interested in such an arrangement?

You are interested in a more romantic life

This is Plain

You might as well give up the idea of having a wife. It is not a part of the plan for your life.

Compliment

What is something old, which is new, and which is always in fashion?


digging down whiz quiz

Tobalco

Tobalco is a very fine silk atlas fabric, designed for fine evening wear. It is a very fine silk atlas fabric, designed for fine evening wear. It is a very fine silk atlas fabric, designed for fine evening wear.
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Toulaut Fabrics

The word "Toulaut" and other brand names mentioned are Registered Trade Marks.